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Actual situation of the weight control in the
Japanese functional indication food and food for
specified health use
Abstract
A system using food for improvement in mild obesity and glycometabolism in
individuals with borderline metabolic disorder exists in Japan. Because functionality of
a product can be advertised assuming confirmation of its effect in humans, the market
for such products has tended to increase. Several functional ingredients are known
to originate from natural products, and their mechanisms of action against obesity
are thought to involve lipid lowering and lipid utilization efficiency. Improvement in
glycometabolism is thought to involve inhibition of glucose absorption in the small
intestine or increased phosphorylation of the insulin receptor. Several functional
ingredients are common food components, and several of them are known to be safe.
However, their interactions with medications and effects of excessive consumption are
unknown, and obtaining the relevant safety information is essential.
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Introduction

Weight control and suppression of body fat

Controlling obesity, which is one of the risk factors leading to
diabetes and heart problems, is important. It is desirable to promote
an improvement in this condition via appropriate dietary management
and moderate exercise. However, modern social life makes consistent
dietary management and exercise challenging. The number of obese
individuals in Japan has been increasing, and is of particular concern
among working populations aged 30 years or older. Increase in social
security budgets including medical costs for the elderly has become
a serious problem, and the Japanese Government has called for the
prevention of life-style related diseases such as obesity1. However,
several generations of working populations have been unable to
continue dietary management and moderate exercise consistently.
Therefore system using food for specified health purposes and
functional indication foods for obesity improvement has been
established. The major difference between food for specified health
use and functional indication foods is that the former needs national
agency approval and the latter does not. Foods for specified health use
are foods authorized based on national-level evaluation and functional
indication foods are those that are reported to meet the criteria of
scientific basis of functionality. We cannot claim to heal and prevent
diseases using this system of food, as we can with medications.
However, in individuals at the borderline of health and disease, the
beneficial effect of food on mild obesity and mild fasting blood sugar
can be seen. Thus, treatment of individuals with disease is done using
medications, and treatment of borderline individuals is done using
functional food and improvement in lifestyle, preventing progression
to disease. Functional ingredients in food which are known to cause
obesity improvement and improvement in fasting blood sugar are
mostly constituents found in natural products. In this review, we
introduce functional ingredients in food and their functions.

An important guideline for obesity improvement in Japan is
visceral fat and body fat around the navel measured via BMI and CT
scanning.1 Because it is necessary to clearly differentiate the role of
medications and food as described earlier, clinical trials are performed
in individuals with 25≦BMI＜30 corresponding to pre-obesity in the
WHO2 criteria, and the products are made available as functional
foods. Because such foods attract attention of consumers in the
middle and old age groups, they tend to purchase them significantly.
For example, green tea containing the glycoside quercetin and tea
containing catechin are sold as functional ingredients included in
a product authorized as a specified health food. Tea catechins have
been confirmed to cause a decrease in body fat in humans.3 Regarding
other possible mechanisms of action of fat decrease,4 lipolysis effects
have been confirmed in an experiment using mouse 3T3-L1 cells.
Further, tea catechin increased liver fat beta-oxidation in mice fed a
high-fat diet for one month5 and promoted increased fat utilization.
Similarly, the glycoside quercetin has been shown to decrease body
fat in humans.6 Other functional ingredients included in products
sold as functional indication foods based on confirmation of body fat
decrease in humans are Glabridin from licorice,7 isoflavone extracted
from the flower of Pueraria montan,8 apple polyphenol,9 and lactic
acid bacteria.10 Their mechanisms of action mainly involve increased
fat utilization such as the promotion of liver beta-oxidation and lipid
lowering effects.11,12
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In addition, several foods showing inhibitory effects on postcibal
blood triglyceride levels in humans and inhibition of pancreatic lipase
are being sold. For example, food including polyphenols from oolong
tea,13 globin protein split-product (Globin digest (GD) prepared from
globin via acidic protease treatment),14 and low-digestibility dextrin
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have shown confirmed effects in humans and are being sold as
functional ingredients.

Improvement in blood glucose levels
The occurrence of diabetes in association with obesity is high and
may lead to vascular disorder and renal failure. The main subjects
of foods for specified health use and functional indication foods are
people with fasting blood sugar in the range of 110 mg–125 mg/
dL. Active functional food products decrease fasting blood sugar
and tend to increase depression and food intake, and thus postcibal
blood glucose. The functional ingredients in these products include
low-digestibility dextrin, albumin from wheat,15 and polyphenols
and L-arabinose16 from leaves of the guava,17 which are known to
inhibit blood glucose after a meal. Regarding their mechanisms of
action, low-digestibility dextrin slows the absorption of sugar in the
small intestine, guava leaf polyphenols inhibit alpha-amylase in the
small intestine, and L-arabinose inhibits saccharase. For reduction in
fasting blood sugar via long-term consumption, a product containing
the functional ingredients corosolic acid and 5-aminolevulinic acid18
from the leaves of Banaba (Lagerstroemia speciosa)19 are sold. The
mechanism of action of corosolic acid is known to be promotion of
sugar uptake by enhancing phosphorylation of the insulin receptor.20
The detailed mechanism of 5-aminolevulinic acid action is unknown,
although it is thought to increase cytochromec oxidase activity,
contributing to improvement in carbohydrate metabolism.
Maintenance of appropriate diet and moderate exercise are
primarily necessary for improvement in obesity and glycometabolism
and prevent the development of various clinical conditions. However,
such practice is often challenging in modern social life. Obesity in old
and middle age groups is becoming a serious problem in Japan and is
recognized as a cause for future cardiovascular problems. Similarly,
improper glycometabolism is a major risk factor for nephropathy.
Further, these conditions contribute to increased burden on the
working population and increase in social security budgets including
medical care, which are serious social problems. It is important that
we control our own health appropriately to prevent disease. Further,
it is important to use alternative therapies such as functional foods,
using them for improving obesity and management of blood glucose.
We have established systems of functional foods in Japan, distinct
from that of medications. These systems are very likely to be sustained
and related product development is likely to increase in the future.
The health industry in Japan continues to grow, and development of
functional ingredients based mainly on natural products is expected
to increase. However, information regarding such products including
safety information is not sufficiently available, and while most
individuals rely on the fact that they are present in food as a basis
for their safety, there is little information regarding their interactions
with medications or effects of excessive consumption. Development
of various functional food ingredients is expected in the future, but
details regarding their functionality as well as safety information will
be required.

Conclusion
In Japan, a system using functional foods has been developed
to enable slight improvements in obesity and glycometabolism in
individuals with borderline disease. Their functional ingredients
include several natural products known to show effects in humans.
The scientific basis for their actions and safety is relatively unknown.
However, this area is expected to grow in the future because these
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ingredients are regarded as safe due to their presence in food.
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